
My Internship at MINI MECA 

 

Presentation of the company :  

The company is a French company called MINI MECA they conceive essentially lots of pieces for 

planes. Located at Carrière-sous-Poissy, they have one secretary, five employees and the manager 

called Stéphane Boutant. 

Turnovers (sales) by year of MINI MECA :  

955423$ (US) 

During my work placement : 

I have made many things in the mechanic field and I have asked lots of questions to my mentor about 

mechanic , machining , manufacturing and others…  I have practiced in the workshop  , helped all the 

employees for their tasks  every day and they were generally proud of me and my work. 

I’ve worked with all the conventional type machine drilling machine, mill machine ,turning machine. I 

have worked with lots of precision tools like , micrometer (palmer), optic tools... 

I’ve looked much at many technical drawings sent by other companies during the internship because 

MINI MECA is just a subcontractor and worked as a subcontractor for DASSAULT , PRECILEC, SAGEM 

an others and creates or modifies lots of pieces for them.  

Schedule and relationship : 

In general the schedule  was good . I started the internship at seven thirty am and finished him at 

three pm  and sometimes more than three pm because I wanted to stay to end my work , at twelve  

noon it was the time to eat and take a break .  The relationship  between  the work team and me was 

pretty good , we worked like a team . Employees were funny ,serious in their work , and strong in 

good at their job  and I was very impressed by their tasks and sometimes I’ve brought them 

knowledge in their work of my on free will because I like mechanics and I like to conceive a piece for 

plane. The condition in my internship was good , without anything special to add. I was not paid after 

my internship and  I was very disappointed by this. I wish I was paid after my internship , but any law 

said a company is not bound to pay the trainee, that’s it.  

 

 

 


